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Y E A R  I N  R E V I E W

Change-makers, movers, leaders; these

are the Enacturs from the University of

Queensland of whom I am proud to

represent. Each of them hails from their

own unique background, bringing along

with them a hunger to do and be more

than the dimensions of their degree.

 

They come together to learn,

collaborate, and even fail at things that

lectures and readings rarely ever

prepare them for. More importantly,

they have shown an ever-present

determination to overcome any

obstacle and a willingness to adapt to

every situation thrown at them. 

 

 

It is their passion that encourages us to

provide them with the platform to

experiment with and develop their

wildest entrepreneurial ideas. Through

workshops, networking sessions, and

connections with advisors, Enactus UQ

has always aimed to realise their full

potential.

 

With projects aimed at shaking up

climate change, charities, and

perceptions of health, I am incredibly

proud of what our students have

achieved. We continue to grow this 

 

healthy community of entrepreneurs,

social innovators and global thinkers to

be one of the leading forces behind

student success in the tertiary

education sphere.

 

We are not just another business

society. We are the foundations from

where innovation grows. We nurture our

students and encourage them to pursue

the impossible, and I hope to have you

on board with us to invest in this

generation of global leaders.

President
Muhammad Afiq Bin Roslan



A B O U T  U S
W H A T  W E  D O
Our work revolves around social

entrepreneurship; we create and

implement projects to better our

communities economically,

environmentally and socially. Guided by

educators and business leaders, our

work not only transforms the lives of

those we directly impact, but helps to

give real-world experience to students,

and shape them into the future leaders

of our generation.

The name Enactus stems from three

core principles at the forefront of our

work:

Entrepreneurial – initiating business

ideas and solutions with passion and

innovation

Action – the experience of sustainable

impact, activated with integrity

Us – student, academic and business

leaders collaborating to create a better

world.

T H E
E N T R E P R E N E U R I A L
S P I R I T

O U R  V I S I O N
Social change is created through hard

work, innovation and commitment; all of

these are essential to any young leader.

By investing in students who take 

 

entrepreneurial action for others, we are

taking a step towards creating a better

world for everyone. We believe that the

platform Enactus provides is

quintessential in the learning process

and development of professional skills

for any globally minded individual.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
Enactus is an international non-profit

organisation of student, academic and

business leaders who are committed to

using the power of entrepreneurship to

transform lives and shape a better,

more sustainable world. The newly

established University of Queensland

branch has grown enormously its

inception. Our members come from a

wide range of educational

backgrounds, and all share an

enormous passion for entrepreneurship

and social change.



S T R U C T U R E

Our vision and mission are both central

to the sustainable, smart business

solutions that are creating a positive

impact every day.

 

Short Term Goals:

 Provide students with hands-on

experience in business development,

problem solving and innovation.

 Foster the growth of

entrepreneurship and innovative

thinking in the student body.

 Nurture existing projects and

expand this scope away from solely

business and advocacy.

 Secure financial support to deliver

world-class social enterprise projects

and further professional

development workshops at the

University.

 Expand connections with industry

experts, researchers, and leaders to

mentor our students and project

teams.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Long Term Goals:

 Establish a concrete footing in the

University as the leading business

innovation and professional

development student society.

 Expand internationally through

launching a cross-border project.

 Drive social change in women’s

economic empowerment, youth

development and mental health.

 

 

 

1.

2.

3.

O U R  F O C U S



O U R  N E T W O R K
International Reach

Enactus has an international network of

over 70,000 university students across

36 countries. Through collaboration

with current business leaders, students

have the opportunity to empower their

community with social entrepreneurial

action. Enactus is governed by a

distinguished board of directors,

including CEO’s of worldwide

organizations such as The Hershey

Company, KPMG International,

Brambles and Walmart.

Competitions 

Like in business, we believe that

competition encourages creativity and

rewards results. At the Enactus National

Conference and Competition, teams

present their most compelling business

innovations and social impact projects

to an audience of esteemed judges.

Winners are invited to represent their

country at the World Competition, held

in San Jose for 2019.

 

Partners and Donors

Enactus corporate partners play an

essential role in supporting our work to

inspire young leaders to improve the

world through entrepreneurial action.

Worldwide, we have over 550

corporate, organisational and individual

partners showcased annually at our

Conference and throughout the year at

our events.

 

Local Community

Enactus UQ has established

partnerships with the UQ Sustainability

Office, UQ Business School. We are well

recognised amongst business students

as being one of the only professional

development societies within the

student community. Our name is

synonymous with practical experience,

innovative problem solving and most

importantly real world engagement. Our 

achievements and successes have not 

 

gone unnoticed. We are the only UQ

society to have been officially

commended by Vice Chancellor Peter

Høj, and have been cited as one of the

leading student groups for business

innovation in the University’s successful

proposal to join the United Nations

PRME initiative.



We strive to create a culture of using

student’s business talent to provide

social benefits to the community by

addressing a lack of opportunity to

create social enterprises from the

ground up. We highly value innovation,

so our creative process is as free as we

can make it. From the initial brain

storming session any student who has a

great idea will be supported and will

have the chance to create their social

enterprise. 

 

Moreover, we aim to inspire our

talented volunteers to not only apply

their skills to social enterprises in

university, but to maintain a mindset of

using ones gifts to make a difference

after they complete their studies. 

 

Our mission is strongly aligned with the

United Nations Sustainable

Development goals. Equipped with the

skills necessary to succeed in their

careers and to excel in the global phase

of entrepreneurship, our graduates are

in prime position to become the next

success stories in social, economic and

environmental innovation. 

Only through the generous and

continual support of corporate sponsors

and mentors can we continue to grow

the foundations from which these

students can flourish.

O U R  I M P A C T



O P E R A T I O N
M A J O R  E V E N T S
Regional and National Conference

The conferences are one of the major

driving forces behind Enactus social

enterprise projects. They provide

students with the opportunity to

represent their university, on both a

national and international stage.

Enactus teams present their

quantitative results and social impact in

their annual reports and present their

projects to a panel of judges from a

variety of our corporate partners.

On the national level, over 300 students

attend the conference from 26

universities across Australia, in addition

to over 70 corporate representatives.

 

In addition to the competition, the

Enactus conferences facilitate career

workshops, corporate responsibility

seminars, teamwork sessions and

interactive discussions on networking

and internships. There is also

an interactive panel session to discuss

issues and trends in social

responsibility.

 
Market Day

Market Day in Semester One and Two at

the University of Queensland are

excellent opportunities for Enactus to

engage with the students at UQ.

Thousands of students, both new and

existing, are introduced to the variety

opportunities available to them at UQ.

Enactus hosts a stall on campus

alongside other groups, where

interested students are encouraged to

stop by and learn more about the

projects run by Enactus UQ, as well as

its network of partners, sponsors,

advisors and students.

 

Project Development Workshops

These workshops provide an

opportunity for students to brainstorm

 

and generate both new ideas and future

directions for Enactus projects.

Students are able to apply the

knowledge and skills they are learning

at UQ to address real world problems

within the Brisbane and wider

community. Over the course of project

development, students must complete 



target market research and needs

assessments. They must also compile a

proposed business plan including:

marketing plan, operating plan, financial

plan and environmental management

plan. These collaborative workshop

sessions help to establish project

foundations, as well as to facilitate the

growth and development of effective

business models.

 

Industry Nights

The industry nights are an opportunity

for teams to present their work to a

panel of business advisors and invited

guests. UQ Students are invited to

attend and learn about social

enterprise. 

 

The aim of this event is to give the

teams a chance to present their work

and to commemorate their efforts in

building their ideas. Teams also gain

meaningful feedback from the industry

leaders and are provided the

opportunity to network with them. 

C A L E N D A R  2 0 1 9
February

Market Day

Welcome Picnic

March

Project Development Workshop

(Justification – Finding the Why)

Project Development Workshop

(Problem-solving)

 

April

Regional Conference

Project Development Workshop

(Persevering and Pivoting)

June

Project Development Workshop

(Branding and Marketing)

Project Development Workshop

(Pitching)

Industry Night

July

National Conference and Competition

Break

August

Market Day

Welcome Event

September

Project Development Workshop

(Justification – Finding the Why)

Project Development Workshop

(Problem-solving)

October

Project Development Workshop

(Persevering and Pivoting)

Project Development Workshop

(Branding and Marketing)

November

Project Development Workshop

(Pitching)

Industry Night

Social Gala

 



P R O J E C T S
Circular Ground

PROBLEM

While many coffee brands promote the

ethical treatment of their growers and

the sustainability of their farms, little

attention is paid to the environmental

impact of the organic waste at the end

of the coffee chain in Australia.

 

Every year Australia produces an

estimated 75,000 tonnes of spent

ground coffee waste. Most of this goes

directly to landfill where it decomposes 

and generates methane that contributes

significantly to climate change. It also

contributes towards the huge financial

cost on tax payers of running and

maintaining landfills in Australia, as well

as cafes or other coffee-selling retailers

that pay for the waste levy coming into

effect on July 1.

 

A study conducted by Dr Amanda

Cameron and Dr Sean O’Malley for

Planet Ark estimates that a café

produces on average 62kg of waste

coffee grounds per week. 93% of this

resource goes to landfill and cafes

spend an average 900 dollars per year

just sending it there, even when roughly

77% of the cafes surveyed in this study

indicated that they would be interested

in participating in a coffee grounds

recovery program.

 

VALUE

During the extraction of the beverage

from coffee powder with hot water, a

large amount of residue is produced

(SCG –spent coffee grounds) and tons

of coffee waste are generated from

cafes and domestic production. SCG are

the most abundant coffee by-product

(45%) generated not only in the coffee

beverage preparation but also during 

 

the instant coffee manufacturing. SCG

contains large amounts of organic

compounds (i.e. fatty acids, amino acids,

polyphenols, minerals and

polysaccharides) that justify its

valorisation. 



Earlier innovation explored the

extraction of specific components such

as oil, flavour, terpenes, and alcohols as

value-added products. However, by-

products of the coffee bean processing

can also be considered as interesting

sources of raw materials for different

applications, mainly as sorbent for the

removal of heavy metals and dyes from

aqueous solutions, converted into fuel

pellets, as potential functional

ingredients for the food industry,

biofuel production and composting. The

potential of coffee ground waste is

enhanced by the fact that it is a waste

stream that is separated at source and

has a very low risk of cross

contamination. Eliminating the need for

later separation and reducing the costs

of obtaining a clean resource to

process.

 

OUR SOLUTION

Circular Ground aims to keep as much

coffee ground waste as possible inside

a closed loop system by producing a

corky resin-like material that can

replace plastic in many of our everyday

products. This creates a “trash to cash”

business model that extracts maximum

value of spent coffee grounds through

the following stages:

Stage One Collection of coffee ground

waste by partnering with coffee

shops/cafes and eventually with coffee

producing/roasting companies when

operations reach a considerable scale.

We will collect and transport spent

coffee grounds from the source (cafes

and coffee shops) to a facility where it is

processed

 

Stage Two Processing will consist

drying and grinding spent coffee

grounds into a flour-like powder that

can be used for baking (e.g. coffee

bread) or can be mixed with other

biodegradable materials to produce

fibres



Stage Three Further processing will be

done by mixing the power with the husk

that gets thrown away when coffee is

roasted, and other organic material to

provide consistency

 

Stage Four We will create lightweight,

odourless and resistant pellets which

can be ground, melted, yarned, cut or

moulded for producing shoes, cups,

tabletops, apparel, lids, bottle caps to

essentially replace the need for

polyester, PET, HDPE, PP, PVC or other

commercial plastic fibres

This new material will help our clients

close the loop and transform their

business systems from a linear one

to a circular one by enabling the

reutilization of a resource traditionally

considered as waste. Most

importantly, it could enable new

business models where products are

delivered as services, resource property

is kept within the companies for tighter

control over their value chain and

customers pay for rights to access

and use rather than ownership. The

properties of the material, which are

similar to those of plastic, allow

companies to make this transition in a

seamless way without having to incur in

big costs to transform their

manufacturing infrastructure.



Veggie Nation

Our project addresses the animal

agriculture industry and its negative

impacts including animal cruelty and

welfare issues, health related problems

and environmental sustainability

impacts. Through our project we aim to

empower communities while reducing

these negative impacts by encouraging

plant based lifestyles.

 

We believe plant based lifestyles are

not a trend but rather a shift in

consciousness. As people are becoming

more aware and the industry becomes

more transparent, people are wanting

to make a change. Our market

opportunity is very high as Australia is

projected to continue as the third

fastest growing vegan market in the

world at 9.6% (Euromonitor, 2019).

 

We aim to empower people, lower the

barriers and ease the transition to

becoming plant-based. Currently, we

are at the stage of market validation.

We are in the process of conducting

interviews and understanding the true

pains of our potential customers in

order to form a sustainable, impactful

solution to this problem.

Not only will we form a product or

service to achieve our goals, but

through an integrated or hybrid social

enterprise model design we will work

with secondary customers which will be

those affected by hunger in our

communities.



Well I’ve worked as a telefundraiser on

the other end of that phone call and I

know that when all the people I speak

to start thinking like that, we all

contribute to the problem that 2000

Australian charities shut down each

year. So to those excuses I ask: what if

you didn’t have to donate a minimum

amount but rather, anything you could

spare? What if, with that small donation,

you could help support a portfolio of

charities? And what if you could track

not only your individual impact buy

your social network’s too?

 

SOLUTION

With SIMON Says, a Social Impact

Measurement Online Network, you no

longer have to ask “what if?” Our

mission is to ignite collaborative change

through harnessing the virality of social

media and simplifying the donation

process.

Simply sign up with a social media

account and select one or more

charities you wish to support from our

17 categories that align with each of the

United Nations 17 Sustainable

Development Goals. Then link your

credit or debit card to set up automatic

round-up on your purchases to dollar

amount of your choosing. Once set up,

go about your life, spend as usual

knowing that you don't have to change

 

your lifestyle to be able to afford to

support those worthy causes you're

passionate about.

 

Every time your friends make a

donation greater than $5, you’ll receive

a notification from our app, “SIMON

Says: John Smith just donated $5 to 

SIMON Says

PROBLEM

Remember when you answered that

phone call from an unknown number

only to have someone on the other end

asking you to donate monthly to a

charity? Remember when you’d try and

end the call using the compassionate

excuse, or the budget excuse, or even

the unknown impact excuse? But do

you also remember that helpless

feeling after you’d ended the call,

thinking that there was just no way one

person could make a difference? 

 

 



Oxfam. Will you congratulate or copy

him?” The idea being that through our

childhood conditioning to do as Simon

Says, this digital platform will hold you

and your social network accountable to

create collaborative change.

 

VALUE PROPOSITION

Our digital platform helps socially

conscious individuals and budget

spenders who want to donate to

charities and track their individual

impact by reducing the barriers to give

while tapping into our innate want to do

good.



world. By partnering with Enactus UQ,

you will be helping us invest in the

future of these students, supporting

their journey into becoming the next

generation of future leaders. As they

grow, they will look towards your firm

for support and guidance in their

endeavours. 

 

In exchange for your support and

sponsorship, we provide numerous

opportunities for your firm to interact

with this global talent in a more

practical setting, such as our Project

Workshops and professional

development sessions. More

specifically, we will provide:

Branding and awareness of your firm,

Exclusive access to top student

talent, and

Career guidance and student-

program promotion opportunities

 

This year we have a limited number of

sponsorship opportunities available.

Enactus has, and always will be about

investing in students so we are seeking

organisations that identify with our

vision to join our journey.

These sponsors will have exclusively

prominent advertising and positioning

on our materials, such as:

Logo on club polo shirts, worn by all

members at events,

 

Logo on Enactus banners, used at all

official Enactus events,

 Distribution of firm merchandise

during on-campus events, and

Branding and special mention at

National and World Conference

presentations and on reports.

Enactus is one of the most active

innovation and skills development

communities at UQ. Our activities are

incredibly unique to other business

societies, and we are truly adding to the

value of student learning on campus.

Our members are like none other,

possessing a candid passion and

determination to create change in the 

P A R T N E R I N G
W I T H  U S
W H Y  S U P P O R T  U S



Alternatively, you may choose to

support one of our individual projects or

fundraising events. This is a much more

tailored way to engage with our

students and promote your company.

 

Each of our projects has a unique topic

and students develop a certain set of

skills throughout the experience. This is

an excellent way to target a specific

student audience, for example STEM or

Finance majors. 

 

Our projects are launched as

independent ventures; when introduced

into the market we position the project

as fully independent and self

supported. This means that our Enactus

branding is significantly reduced, to

allow the project and its financial and

institutional supporters take the

spotlight.

A D V I S O R Y  B O A R D
We are actively looking for business

professionals, community leaders,

entrepreneurs and academics to join

our Business Advisory Board and help

us further the development of our

students to create truly meaningful

business projects of change. Advisory

members are invited to share their 

wealth of knowledge and experience

with general university students at our

Seminar Series run throughout the year.

They also have the opportunity to

mentor our project teams to contribute

to their pro bono work.

C O N T A C T  U S
For more information, direct your

queries to any of our points of contact:

admin@enactusuq.com.au

Enactus University of Queensland


